Karl Van Dyke Papers

Accession: 1000-119

Boxes 1-17 described as Signal Corps Reports

Box 24 Personal plus envelop called “old Atwater.”


Box 26 5 binders, material from physics courses taught by Van Dyke at Wesleyan (notes, mimeographed assignments, student papers, etc.

Box 27 (Hollinger box)—notes and drafts for a biography of Wilbur O. Atwater.

4 boxes which came to the Archives from the Physics Dept. in 1989 were numbered as E, F, G, H and have now been renumbered as boxes 28-31:

Box 28 (Box E Science Bldg drawer 3 & 4) 
Box 29 (Box F drawer 4)
Box 30 (Box G Physics dept correspondence)
Box 31 (Box H Piezo encyclopedia and figures)

Box 32 is an oversize flat box
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